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We would like to express our gratitude to the editors and reviewers for your precious time
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adjustments are satisfactory and that the revised manuscript meets the publishing
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Reviewer #1:
Scientific Quality: Grade B (Very good)
Language Quality: Grade A (Priority publishing)
Conclusion:Minor revision
Specific Comments to Authors:
1 Title. ok
2 Abstract. the abstract summarize and reflect the work described in the manuscript but
conclusion is not adapted
Response: We have revised the conclusion in the abstract. More details were in the
manuscript.

3 Key words. Ok
4 case presentation very interesting but very long. please synthesize more precision
about surgery and post operative outcome wath about genetic exam?
Response: We have simplified case presentation in the manuscript. During the entire
treatment, we recommended the patient further genetic exam while she refused which is a
minor flaw of this research.

7 Discussion. informative and correctly written
8 Illustrations and tables. Very good illustration
9 11 References ok
Response: Thank you for your approval.

Science editor:
In this case report, a patient with CCS complicated by intussusception is presented. The
authors should revise the manuscript according to the comments of the referee.
Especially the discussion section should be comprehensively revised. Please avoid state
under headings in the discussion section. Similarly, avoid the repetitions throughout the
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